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Move

Sprint

Rig Skill

Place Craft

Reload / Interact

Jump / Hover

           Overdrive

Suit Change Options

Move Camera

Mark Location

Note: This is the default button configuration for an Xbox controller.
          Some controls may be changed via Options.

Primary Attack

Active Skill 2

Active Skill 1 / Aim

Active Skill 3

Comm Wheel

Help Navigation

Player List

Suit Details
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Mission Info

Friendly / Enemy Mission Progress

Friendly Status

Health Bar

Mission Objective

Overdrive

Number of Crafts Ammo

Active SkillRig Skill

HUD
Gamepad
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DEADEYE

User-friendly, all-purpose exosuit. Excels at 
medium and long distance combat.

An exosuit that excels at using explosives. Its 
grenades are most effective in tight spaces.

The Rifle Grenade is an explosive that 
detonates on impact and deals damage 
to enemies in the blast area.
Use it to devastate a large number of 
enemies at once.

Thrust Attack is a powerful, close 
range strike.
It can be charged up by holding the 
activation button, which will increase 
the damage and area of the ability.

Linear Strike is a powerful tackle that 
can knock some enemies back and even 
cause them to crash into other 
enemies. Time the ability well to 
eliminate many dinosaurs at once.

Sky High uneashes a kick powerful 
enough to send some enemies 
airborne.
Combine it with Linear Strike to dish 
out serious damage.

A speedy, melee-focused exosuit. Requires deft 
movement skills to compensate for its light 
armoring.

ZEPHYR

Triple Threat launches three landmines 
that can be detonated later with 
another press of the bound button.
Best used in tight spaces where the 
flames can impede enemy progress.

Stun Grenade can temporarily stun 
enemies.
Make great use of it when surrounded 
by enemies.BARRAGE

AssaultAssault

AssaultAssault

AssaultAssault

Ravager

Tonfa Blitz

Skipbomber

Triple Threat

Triple Threat

press      again to
detonate

Stun Grenade

Stun Grenade

Flip Dodge

Aim

Linear Strike

Double Jump Limiter Override

Burning Heart

Rifle Grenade

While
jumping

Cluster Salvo

Dive Dodge

Turbine Step

Thrust Attack

Sky High

Rifle Grenade

Linear Strike Sky High

Thrust Attack

Gamepad
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EXOSUIT MANUAL  ASSAULT SUITS: 



ROADBLOCK

WITCHDOCTOR

TankTank

SupportSupport

A heavyweight exosuit with supreme 
durability. Its shield increases the 
team's survivability.

Support suit that synergizes well 
with allies. Its abilities focus on 
repairing and buffing others.

Haymaker

Neuro Rod

Feed

Glide

Repair Zone

Rescue Leap

Vital Aura

Ballistic Wall

Shield Blast

Taunt

Skid Dodge

Storm Drive

Taunt

Repair Zone

Shield Blast

Feed

Use Taunt to become the focus of 
nearby dinosaur attacks.
Hold off the attacking enemies 
while friendly exosuits finish them 
off.

Repair Zone generates a field that 
will repair allies who stand within it.
Stick close to damaged allies and 
activate this ability.

The Feed ability can be used to heal 
and buff allies or to damage and 
debuff enemies.
Witchdoctor's Neuro Rod will 
become fully charged when an 
enemy is hit by Feed. 

Shield Blast can be used to knock 
back enemies Roadblock is fending 
off with its shield.
The more enemies hit by the shield, 
the stronger the impact.

While
jumping

Gamepad
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EXOSUIT MANUAL  TANK & SUPPORT SUITS: 



Rigs are pieces of equipment that grant Rig Skills to exosuits. Rigs can be changed via the Suit 
Change menu.
Experiment with rigs and suit combinations to find the ideal playstyle.

Fires a powerful long-range laser.
Use it to attack airborne enemies 
or enemies that are far away.

Launches an energy projectile that 
produces a small repair field.
Useful for healing on the go.

Performs a quick boost jump.
Perfect for repositioning or making 
a quick escape.

CANNON AID CATAPULT

Gamepad
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RIGS



-

-

Craft chips will be rewarded after a certain number of enemies are defeated. These chips can be 
used to make and place craftables on the battlefield.
All suits can use crafts, so be sure to use whatever craft the state of battle calls for.

Using Crafts
Acquire craft chips and press
the     button to place a Wall.

Hold the     button to preview its 
placement.

The number of craft chips 
currently held is displayed in the 
bottom right of the HUD.

Walls are powerful defensive crafts that 
protect from enemy attacks while allowing 
allied attacks to pass through.

Gamepad
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CRAFTS



Hold      to pick up

Hold      to equip or cancel

Hold      to activate while equipped

Dominators are special rigs granted to exofighters by 
Leviathan that allow exofighters to summon and control 
a large dinosaur.
Use these beasts to invade the enemy's dimension and 
impede their progress.

A large dinosaur with extremely 
powerful
and long-reaching attacks.

Damage enemies with a swift biting attack.
Hold       to do a 3-hit combo.

Jump high in the air to damage airborne 
enemies before damaging enemies on the 
ground upon landing.

Kick a boulder into the air and smash it
with the tail to send rubble flying forward.

Pounce on enemies and crush any foe 
unlucky enough to be caught in the deadly 
jaws.

T. REX

Gnash

Flying Gnash

Boulder Toss

Raging Rend

Charge while holding      . Hit and drive 
enemies into a wall to deal significant 
damage on impact.

Charge in the direction of       .
Move       while charging to change course.

Deal massive damage to surrounding foes 
by trampling them with the Triceratops' full 
weight.

A large dinosaur boasting 
frontal defenses and powerful
charges perfect for obstructing 
the enemy's progress. 

Charge

Slam Grand Impact

TRICERATOPS

DOMINATORS
Gamepad
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Dominator control will end when
End Dominator Mode Icon

Time Limit

- The Health Bar reaches 0
- The Time Limit reaches 0
-      is held to exit Dominator Mode 

Health Bar

HUD & DOMINATOR STATUS
Gamepad
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Note: Some controls may be changed via Options.

Move

Player List

Place Craft

Sprint

Overdrive

Options

Suit Details Active Skill 3 Active Skill 2 Reload

Suit Change

Help Navigation

Rig SkillInteract Comm Wheel Jump / Hover

Mark Location

Active Skill 1 / AimPrimary Attack
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DEADEYE

User-friendly, all-purpose exosuit. Excels at 
medium and long distance combat.

An exosuit that excels at using explosives. Its 
grenades are most effective in tight spaces.

The Rifle Grenade is an explosive that 
detonates on impact and deals damage 
to enemies in the blast area.
Use it to devastate a large number of 
enemies at once.

Thrust Attack is a powerful, close 
range strike.
It can be charged up by holding the 
activation button, which will increase 
the damage and area of the ability.

Linear Strike is a powerful tackle that 
can knock some enemies back and even 
cause them to crash into other 
enemies. Time the ability well to 
eliminate many dinosaurs at once.

Sky High uneashes a kick powerful 
enough to send some enemies 
airborne.
Combine it with Linear Strike to dish 
out serious damage.

A speedy, melee-focused exosuit. Requires deft 
movement skills to compensate for its light 
armoring.

ZEPHYR

Triple Threat launches three landmines 
that can be detonated later with 
another press of the bound button.
Best used in tight spaces where the 
flames can impede enemy progress.

Stun Grenade can temporarily stun 
enemies.
Make great use of it when surrounded 
by enemies.BARRAGE

AssaultAssault

AssaultAssault

AssaultAssault

Ravager

Tonfa Blitz

Skipbomber

Triple Threat

Triple Threat

press      again to
detonate

Stun Grenade

Stun Grenade

Flip Dodge

Aim

Linear Strike

Double Jump Limiter Override

Burning Heart

Rifle Grenade

While
jumping

Cluster Salvo

Dive Dodge

Turbine Step

Thrust Attack

Sky High

Rifle Grenade

Linear Strike Sky High

Thrust Attack

EXOSUIT MANUAL: ASSAULT SUITS
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ROADBLOCK

WITCHDOCTOR

TankTank

SupportSupport

A heavyweight exosuit with supreme 
durability. Its shield increases the 
team's survivability.

Support suit that synergizes well 
with allies. Its abilities focus on 
repairing and buffing others.

Haymaker

Neuro Rod

Feed

Glide

Repair Zone

Rescue Leap

Vital Aura

Ballistic Wall

Shield Blast

Taunt

Skid Dodge

Storm Drive

Taunt

Repair Zone

Shield Blast

Feed

Use Taunt to become the focus of 
nearby dinosaur attacks.
Hold off the attacking enemies 
while friendly exosuits finish them 
off.

Repair Zone generates a field that 
will repair allies who stand within it.
Stick close to damaged allies and 
activate this ability.

The Feed ability can be used to heal 
and buff allies or to damage and 
debuff enemies.
Witchdoctor's Neuro Rod will 
become fully charged when an 
enemy is hit by Feed. 

Shield Blast can be used to knock 
back enemies Roadblock is fending 
off with its shield.
The more enemies hit by the shield, 
the stronger the impact.

While
jumping
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Rigs are pieces of equipment that grant Rig Skills to exosuits. Rigs can be changed via the Suit 
Change menu.
Experiment with rigs and suit combinations to find the ideal playstyle.

Fires a powerful long-range laser.
Use it to attack airborne enemies 
or enemies that are far away.

Launches an energy projectile that 
produces a small repair field.
Useful for healing on the go.

Performs a quick boost jump.
Perfect for repositioning or making 
a quick escape.

CANNON AID CATAPULT
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RIGS
Keyboard & mouse
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-

Craft chips will be rewarded after a certain number of enemies are defeated. These chips can be 
used to make and place craftables on the battlefield.
All suits can use crafts, so be sure to use whatever craft the state of battle calls for.

Using Crafts
Acquire craft chips and press
the          button to place a Wall.

Hold the         button to preview 
its placement.

The number of craft chips 
currently held is displayed in the 
bottom right of the HUD.

Walls are powerful defensive crafts that 
protect from enemy attacks while allowing 
allied attacks to pass through.
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DOMINATORS
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Keyboard & mouse

Hold      to pick up

Hold      to equip or cancel

Hold      to activate while equipped

Dominators are special rigs granted to exofighters by 
Leviathan that allow exofighters to summon and control 
a large dinosaur.
Use these beasts to invade the enemy's dimension and 
impede their progress.

A large dinosaur with extremely 
powerful
and long-reaching attacks.

Damage enemies with a swift biting attack.
Hold       to do a 3-hit combo.

Jump high in the air to damage airborne 
enemies before damaging enemies on the 
ground upon landing.

Kick a boulder into the air and smash it
with the tail to send rubble flying forward.

Pounce on enemies and crush any foe 
unlucky enough to be caught in the deadly 
jaws.

T. REX

Gnash

Flying Gnash

Boulder Toss

Raging Rend

Charge while holding      . Hit and drive 
enemies into a wall to deal significant 
damage on impact.

Charge in the direction of                   .
Move                    while charging to change 
course.

Deal massive damage to surrounding foes 
by trampling them with the Triceratops' full 
weight.

A large dinosaur boasting 
frontal defenses and powerful
charges perfect for obstructing 
the enemy's progress. 

Charge

Slam Grand Impact

TRICERATOPS



Dominator control will end when
End Dominator Mode Icon

Time Limit

- The Health Bar reaches 0
- The Time Limit reaches 0
-       is held to exit Dominator Mode 

Health Bar

HUD & DOMINATOR STATUS
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